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Introduction
We are pleased to announce the release of Macha EST V.1.0.6, a Windows desktop
application developed by Rigr AI that allows for secure and convenient storage and sharing of
confidential information related to cases among police officers.

What’s New
● Documentation:

Macha EST now has a documentation site for users running the application. The
documentation covers everything users need to know about using Macha EST. The



documentation can be accessed via the help option on the menu at the top left of the
application or visit docs.macha.rigr.ai.

● Configuration:

Macha EST desktop client supports the addition of Azure app configuration.

● Keys Management:

The new release grants users more control over the key pairs for encrypting/decrypting
evidence. Users can now download and store their keys, and add them back to the
application, in a bid to prevent data loss.

http://docs.macha.rigr.ai


● User avatar menu:

There’s that new user avatar menu that aids in navigating through various parts of the
application.

● Case Size:

The case table now shows the total size of the pieces of evidence contained within a case.



Bug Fixes
● Previously, deleting a case will result in users getting logged out of Macha EST - this

is no longer the case.

Known issues
● The uploading progress bars may sometimes behave unexpectedly despite the

successful evidence upload.
● Search functionality does not work at the moment.
● The application has some placeholder UI elements that do not in any way reflect the

content within the cases. For example:
○ Lead officer
○ Status. Etc.

These will be addressed in future updates.

How to install
To obtain the latest version of Macha EST, download and install the update from the provided
URL at the head of these notes. You should first uninstall the previous version of Macha EST
(formerly called Green Garnet).



Support & Feedback
If you have any questions or require assistance, please email info@rigr.ai or use this form to log
a bug

https://www.rigr.ai/

it will look something like this , v102 is DigitalEdward DIXON
Evidence Locker, while v106 is Matcha EST

mailto:ed@rigr.ai

